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Quantum Information Science (QIS)
● Quantum mechanics explains how world works at microscopic level, which 

governs behavior of all physical systems, regardless of their size
● Information science revolutionized how information is collected, stored, 

computed, analyzed, manipulated, protected, and moved
● We see convergence of two 20th century greatest revolutions in the form of 

Quantum Information Science (QIS)



Quantum Information Science
QIS exploits unique quantum effects such as superposition, interference, and 
entanglement to obtain, compute, and transmit information in the ways that are 
superior compared to classical technology (digital, Newtonian)
The key concept is entanglement (“spooky action at a distance”, EPR pair ). Works 
only for only very small object (electrons, photons, atoms etc). It is proven to be 
essential to achieve “quantum advantage” or for “quantum teleportation”



Quantum Information Science

QIS areas of application and research:

- Quantum computing
- Quantum communication
- Quantum sensors



Quantum Computer Definition

● Stores and computes information according to the principles of 
quantum mechanics

● Uses qubit or quantum bit is a basic unit of quantum information
● Information is encoded in the Hilbert space using qubits. To be precise, 

it is stored in the amplitudes that can be positive and negative
● Allows to solve certain problems much faster than classical computers
● Hard to build and operate, need hard to achieve complete isolation from 

the environment
● We are still in early stages



Power of quantum computers
The main advantage that quantum computers have over classical computers is 
parallelism. Because qubits can be in a superposition of states, a quantum 
computer can perform an operation on many states simultaneously. Let’s say we 
want to know the result of applying some function f(x) to some number x.



Quantum Speed Up
● Quantum computers operate using 

interference between computational paths
● Quantum interference is when subatomic 

particles interact with and influence 
themselves and other particles while in a 
probabilistic superposition state

● Quantum algorithms perform operations in 
such way that paths to a solution interfere 
positively and negatively for non-solutions

● Quantum mechanics allows efficient high-
dimensional interference



Quantum Parallelism
● Is quantum parallelism same as exponential parallelism?

● It is not the case because of linearity of quantum mechanics

● Efficient parallelism can be achieved only for certain types of problems

● Key requirements: need to have a structure and be non-symmetric



Quantum Algorithms
Fundamental algorithms expected to 
provide a speedup over their classical 
counterparts: Shor's factoring 
algorithm, Grover's search algorithm, 
HHL’s linear system solver, QAOA, QPE, 
and quantum simulation



Quantum Algorithms
● 50+ algorithms with known some quantum speed up
● Can any of them used in real-world applications?
● NIST quantum zoo link: https://math.nist.gov/quantum/zoo/

https://math.nist.gov/quantum/zoo/




Quantum Speedup



Grover’s algorithm
Grover's algorithm, also known as the quantum search algorithm, is a quantum 
algorithm for unstructured search that finds with high probability the unique input to 
an unknown function that produces a particular output value, using just O(√N)
evaluations of the function.

Gilliam, Austin, Stefan Woerner, and Constantin 
Gonciulea. "Grover adaptive search for 
constrained polynomial binary optimization." 
Quantum 5 (2021): 428.



Quantum Simulator Use Cases:
Simulation of Supremacy Circuits

(CNN Business): Google claims it has designed a machine that needs only 200 
seconds to solve a problem that would take the world’s fastest supercomputer 
10,000 years to figure out.



Quantum Machine Learning
● Quantum machine learning is a promising area, and potentially 

quantum devices might be very useful for large-scale classical machine 
learning problems like training large scale models (LLMs)

● We designed an algorithm scaling as O(T2×polylog(n)), where n is the 
size of the models and T is the number of iterations in the training, as 
long as the models are both sufficiently dissipative and sparse

● We estimated that our algorithm will perform training very large LLMs in 
seconds vs years using classical computing (1 second vs 87 years)

Eisert, Jens, Junyu Liu, Minzhao Liu, Jin-Peng Liu, Ziyu Ye, Yuri Alexeev, 
and Liang Jiang. "Towards provably efficient quantum algorithms for large-
scale machine learning models." (2023). Submitted to Nature 
Comminications



Quantum Machine Learning



Quantum Machine Learning



Key concepts
● Qubit - basic unit of quantum information, which is the quantum version of the 

classical binary bit. It can exist in superposition – any state between 0 and 1
● Qubit fidelity – how long qubit stays coherent/operational
● Quantum effects - superposition, interference, and entanglement
● NISQ - Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum technology, often refers in the 

context of modern very noisy quantum computers
● QASM - Quantum Assembly used for programming quantum computers
● Quantum supremacy - demonstration of that a programmable quantum device 

can solve a problem (any problem) that no classical computer can solve in any 
feasible amount of time

● Quantum advantage - same as supremacy, but for useful applications



Modern Quantum Computers



IBM quantum computers







IBM Quantum Experience Plans
Current Premium Plan systems:
27-qubit Falcon
127-qubit Eagle
433-qubit Osprey (exploratory)
Pay-As-You-Go Plan:
Access our 27-qubit Falcon R5 processors
Pay $1.60 per runtime second with a credit card or IBM Cloud credits
Open Plan
Run your first quantum circuits for free on cloud simulators and 7 qubit free quantum 
systems.
Use free cloud simulators (Statevector, MPS, Stabilizer)



QCUP
Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility (OLCF) Quantum Computing User 
Program (QCUP)
https://www.olcf.ornl.gov/olcf-resources/compute-systems/quantum-computing-user-
program/
Quantum Project Application:
https://www.olcf.ornl.gov/for-users/documents-forms/quantum-project-proposal/
Quantum Account Application:
https://www.olcf.ornl.gov/for-users/documents-forms/quantum-account-application/
Available quantum systems: IBM, Rigetti, Honeywell

https://www.olcf.ornl.gov/olcf-resources/compute-systems/quantum-computing-user-program/
https://www.olcf.ornl.gov/olcf-resources/compute-systems/quantum-computing-user-program/
https://www.olcf.ornl.gov/for-users/documents-forms/quantum-project-proposal/
https://www.olcf.ornl.gov/for-users/documents-forms/quantum-account-application/


Quantum Computer Design

Superconducting 
devices

Ion-trap 
devices





https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-021-03588-y





Major Players in U.S.

Technological giants: IBM, Google, Microsoft, Amazon, Intel, Tesla, Alibaba,
JPMorgan Chase
NSF Quantum Leap Challenge Institutes (total 5)
DOE National Quantum Centers:
ANL: Q-NEXT · Next Generation Quantum Science and Engineering
BNL: C2QA · Co-design Center for Quantum Advantage
FNAL: SQMS · Superconducting Quantum Materials and Systems Center
LBNL: QSA · Quantum Systems Accelerator
ORNL: QSC · The Quantum Science Center
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How HPC can help QC?
Verification of quantum advantage
Design of new compact quantum algorithms 
Use classical quantum circuit simulators to find optimal circuit parameters
Circuit compiling and optimization:
● Circuit synthesis
● Circuit transpiling
● Pulse optimization
● Circuit cutting

Error decoding and mitigation



Quantum Simulator Use Cases
- Verification of quantum advantage and 

supremacy claims (3 quantum advantage 
claims are underway to be verified)

- Verification of large quantum devices
- Co-design of quantum computers
- Energy efficiency studies of quantum 

computers
- Design of new quantum algorithms
- Finding parameters for variational quantum 

algorithms
- Debugging of quantum devices



Limitations of quantum simulators to store 
2^N state vector


